
APPLICATIONS OF DUALITY

eben matlis

Let R and 5 be two rings with units; then Cartan and Eilenberg

have established the following duality identities (1) and (2) [3,

Chapter 5, §5]. In the situation described by the symbol (rA, sBr, sQ,

where C is 5-injective, we have an identity:

(1) ExtR(A, Koms(B, C)) S Homs(TorB(5, A), C).

In the situation described by the symbol (rA, rBs, Cs), if R is left

Noetherian, A is finitely A-generated, and C is 5-injective, then we

have a second identity:

(2) rIoms(ExtR(A, B), C) S Torfl(Homs(5, C), A).

In this note we shall apply these identities to the solution of two

entirely dissimilar problems. First we shall prove that if A is a left

Noetherian ring, then f.l.inj. dim A = f.r.w. dim R. Secondly, we shall

give a new, short proof of a theorem of Kaplansky [5] which states

that a ring A is a Prufer ring if and only if, the torsion submodule of

any finitely generated A-module is a direct summand.

Definition. Let A be a ring with unit. If A is a left A-module, we

shall denote the injective dimension of A as an A-module by

inj. diniK A. If B is a right A-module, we shall denote the weak dimen-

sion of B as an A-module by w. dims B. We then define the finitistic,

left, injective, dimension of R by f.l.inj. dim A = sup. inj. dims A,

where A ranges over all left A-modules of finite injective dimension.

Similarly, we define the finitistic, right, weak dimension of R by

f .r.w. dim R = sup.w. dim^ B, where B ranges over all right A-modules

of finite weak dimension.

Lemma 1. Let A be a left module over a ring R. Then inj. dims A Sri

if and only if, ExtJ+1(A/7, A) = 0 for every left ideal I of R.

Proof. If inj. dimB A Sn, then of course Ext"R+1(X, A) =0 for all

left A-modules A. Conversely, suppose that Extfl+1(A/7, A)=0 for

all left ideals 7 of R. Let

0-»4-» Co->Ci-»•••-» Cn-i -> D -> 0

be an exact sequence of left A-modules, where d is A-injective for

i = 0, ■ • • ,n-l.ThenO = ExtnB+1(R/I,A)g*ExtB(R/I,D)lora\l left
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ideals I of R. Hence D is P-injective [3, Proposition 1.3.2], and thus

inj. diniB A^n.

Lemma 1 provides an easy proof of the following theorem of M.

Auslander [l, Theorem l]. (It has been brought to my attention

that this proof was known, but unpublished, by S. Eilenberg).

Corollary. For any ring R, l.gl. dim F = sup. hdiiR/I, where I

ranges over the left ideals of R.

Proof. If sup. hdnR/I= «, then l.gl. dim R= oo. Hence assume

that sup. hdRR/I = n. Then Ext";+1(P//, A) =0 for all left P-modules

A and all left ideals / of R. Thus by Lemma 1 inj. dim^ A fkn for all

left P-modules A, and thus l.gl. dim Rfkn.

The following lemma is well known, but we will prove it for the

sake of completeness.

Lemma 2. Let B be a right module over a ring R. Then w. dim« B f^n

if and only if, Tor„+i(F, R/I) =0 for every left ideal I of R.

Proof. If w. dimsBfkn, then by definition Tor^+i(F, A) = 0 for

every left P-module X. Conversely, assume that Torf+1 (B, R/I) =0

for every left ideal I of R. We assume by induction that Tor*+1 (B, Y)

= 0 ior every left P-module F generated by fewer than m elements.

Let £ be a left P-module generated by m elements, and Ei a sub-

module of E generated by one of these elements. Then E/Ei is gen-

erated by fewer than m elements. Hence from the exact sequence:

0 -> Fi -* E -> E/Ei -> 0

we obtain the exact sequence:

0 = Torl+i(B, Ei) -* Tor*+i(B, E) -» Torfn(J?, E/Ei) = 0.

Thus Tor^+i (B, E)=0 for all finitely generated left F-modules E.

Since Tor commutes with direct limits, Torn+1 (B, X)=0 for all left

F-modules X. Thus w. dim/j Bfkn.

Definition. Let Z denote the integers, and K the rationals

(mod one). If A is a left (or right) module over a ring P, then X*

= Honiz(X, K) is a right (or left) module over P. It is easily seen

that X = 0, if and only if A* = 0.

Lemma 3. Let R be any ring. Then f.r.w. dim P^f.l.inj. dim P.

Proof. Let B be any right P-module, and A any left P-module.

Then   by    (1)    ExtR(A,   B*) ^TorR(B,   A)*.   Thus   w. dim*5
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= inj. dims B*.      It     follows     immediately     that     f.r.w. dim R

^f.l.inj. dim R.

Theorem 1. Let R be a left Noetherian ring. Then f.l.inj. dim R

= f.r.w. dim R.

Proof. Let 7 be a left ideal of R, and A a left A-module. Then

by (2) ExtB(A/7, ,4)*^TorB(,4*, A/7). Hence by Lemmas 1 and 2,

inj. dimE A =w. dim^ A*. Thus f.l.inj. dim R^f.r.w. dim R. The

opposite inequality is provided by Lemma 3.

Of course if A is a commutative, Noetherian ring, then there is no

distinction between left and right modules; and then f.inj. dim R

= f.w. dim R. It then follows from [2, Theorem 2.4] that f.inj. dim R

S Krull dim R.
As a final application of duality we give a new proof of a theorem of

Kaplansky [S].

Definition. A Prufer ring is an integral domain in which every

finitely generated ideal is invertible.

Theorem 2. Let R be an integral domain. Then Ris a Prufer ring if

and only if the torsion submodule of every finitely generated R-module is

a direct summand.

Proof. If A is a Prufer ring, a finitely generated, torsion-free R-

module is projective, and the condition follows. Conversely, assume

that the torsion submodule of every finitely generated A-module is a

direct summand. Let 5 be a finitely generated, torsion-free A-module,

and 7 an ideal of R. By [4, Theorem 2] and Lemma 2 it is sufficient

to prove that Torf (5, A/7) = 0.

Suppose that Torf(5, R/I) 9*0. Since Torf(5, A/7) is a torsion

module, there exists a torsion, injective A-module C such that

HomB(Torf(5, R/I), C)^0. By (1) we have Extjj(5, HomK(A/7, Q)
=HomB(Torf(5, A/7), C). Since HomB(A/7, C) is a torsion module,

to establish a contradiction it will be sufficient to prove that

Extfl(5, R) = 0 for any torsion module T.

Let A be an extension of T by 5. Now 5 is generated by a finite

number of elements {yu • ■ ■ , yn}. Choose xtEA such that x»—>y,,

and let B = (xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn)EA. Then TC\B is the torsion submodule

of B. Hence by assumption B = (TC\B)®S', where S'^LS. Then

A = T®S', and thus Extjj(5, T) =0.
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